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F
ew businessmen in the late 19th century were aware of
how fundamentally machinery, transportation, electricity y,
and communications technologies would change their
lives. Most people could not foresee the profound social

changes that these technologies would bring—the shift from an
agricultural to an industrial-based economy; the exodus of people
from rural communities to urban areas; the transformation of
work from craft production to mass production; and the decl ine of
small, proprietary business in favor of large, vertically integrated
firms. Although revolutionary in their ultimate effect, the
changes wrought by new technologies took place in an evolution-
ary fashion. Moreover, these impacts were both positive and neg-
ative, requiring considerable time and social and economic re-
structuring before they could be fully absorbed.

The United States is currently in the midst of a similar transi-
tion created in part by advances in communication and informa-
tion technologies. These technologies have already transformed
the structure, the markets, and the regulation of the communica-
tion industry, altering the ways that information is created, proc-
essed, transmitted, and delivered to consumers. Similar changes
are taking place throughout the world. New communication and
information technologies are making information products and
services more available across national borders, wearing away the
lines of demarcation between markets and communication sys-
tems that are considered domestic and those that are considered
foreign.

These technological developments are radically altering the
U.S. economy and changing the way that business is conducted.
Markets are expanding globally; business organizations are
streamlining: what we normally think of as a firm is becoming
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blurred; some worker skills are becoming obso-
lete, requiring workers to be retrained; and pro-
duction is being carried out “just-in-time” on a
flexible schedule, rather than being mass-pro-
duced. These changes are fundamental and far-
-reaching. They challenge some traditional eco-
nomic notions and definitions of terms such as the
firm, competitive advantage, productivity, and
economic performance.

The implications of these developments for
business and the economy—as well as society as a
whole—may only be fully appreciated by a few at
this time. However, business leaders who take ad-
vantage of what these technologies have to offer
will gain competitive advantages, while those
who fail to recognize their potential will likely ex-
perience decline. To the extent that policy makers
and businesses grasp the implications of these de-
velopments, they can make knowledgeable
choices about how the nation will deal with them
and take steps to offset their negative conse-
quences. Unlike the lawmakers and businessmen
at the turn of the century, who only reacted after
new technologies had restructured their society,
citizens today have an opportunity to comprehend
and prepare for the radical changes taking place.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The study was requested by the Senate Committee
on Science and Transportation and the House
Committee on Science, Space, and Technology.
The report identifies and frames the technological,
economic, and societal issues related to the use of
electronic networks for business and commerce.
It provides neither cookbook solutions nor simple
fixes for the complex problems raised by rapidly
expanding uses of communication and informa-
tion technologies by business and industry. The

report is intended to contribute to the discussion
and debate that will take place as the concept of a
National Information Infrastructure (NII) moves
from vision to reality.

This report describes and analyzes how ad-
vances in communication and information
technologies will likely affect the future of Ameri-
can business and the national economy. It identi-
fies the new opportunities that these technologies
afford, as well as the technological, social, and
economic conditions needed to take advantage of
them. In addition, it describes and assesses the
policy implications raised by electronic business
networks; identifies where tradeoffs among val-
ues and stakeholders will need to be made; devel-
ops a framework and strategy that can be used to
advance the debate; and suggests criteria for judg-
ing the options that Congress might consider.

This report is the latest in a series of OTA re-
ports that address many of the technical, regulato-
ry, and economic issues that communication and
information technologies have raised. Prior OTA
reports have addressed:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

network and personal privacy;
electronic dissemination of government in-
formation;
delivering government services electronically;
managing radio frequencies for wireless com-
munications;
protecting intellectual property in electronic
environments;
the technology of advanced network design;
and
the development of technical standards. ]

In addition, OTA has several studies currently
underway that address the use of the National In-
formation Infrastructure for improving health care

I see the followlng” Pub]ica[ions  from IJ.S. congress,  Offke  of Technology Assessment (Washington, m: U.S. Government  ~ln@ Of-

fice): Informing the Nation: Federal information Dissemination in an Electronic Age (OTA-CIT-396,  1988); Critical Conne~lions: Commu-

nicotionsji]r  the Future (OTA-CIT-407,  1990); Electronic Bulls and Bears: Securities Markets and Injbrrnation  Technology (OTA-CIT-469,
1990); Global Standards: Bui/d/ng  Bloeksjtirthe Future (OTA-TCT-5 12, 1992); Findin~  a Balance: Computer Sojh~’are,  intellectual Property,

and the Challenge oj”Technological  Change  (OTA -TCT-527, 1992); The 1992 World Administrati\’e Radio Conference: Technology and Poli~”y
Impl[ca:lons  (OTA -TCT-549,  1993); Ad~’ancedNetwork Technology, (OTA-BP-TCT- 101 ), 1993;  Protectin~ Prih’acy  in Computerized Medi~al

Information (OTA-TCT-576, 1993); and Making Gwernment  Work: Electronic De/iL’ery  oj’Federal  Ser\ices (OTA-TCT-578, 1994).
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delivery, the role of wireless technology in the
NII, and maintaining security and ensuring priva-
cy within the NH environment.

This report, the prior OTA reports mentioned
above, and those to be released later in the 103d
and 104th Congresses will provide Congress with
information and policy choices about technolo-
gies, problems, barriers, and economic implica-
tions of the development and deployment of a Na-
tional Information Infrastructure.

NATIONAL INFORMATION
INFRASTRUCTURE INITIATIVE
In September 1993, the Clinton Administration
announced an initiative to promote the develop-
ment of a National Information Infrastructure
(NII):

. . . that would create a seamless web of commu-
nications networks, computers, databases, and
consumer electronics that will put vast amounts
of information at users’ fingertips. . ..[That] can
help unleash an information revolution that will
change forever the way people live, work, and
interact with each other.2

The initiative relies on the private sector to inno-
vate and aggressively pursue the deployment of
these technologies. But certain problems in the
deployment of the NH will persist that only the
government can address.

The guiding principles for creating the NII in-
clude:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

promotion of private sector investment;
extension of universal service at affordable
prices;
promotion of technological innovations and
new applications;
promotion of interactive, user-driven operation
of the NII;
ensuring information security and network reli-
ability;
improving the management of the radio fre-
quency spectrum;

7.
8.

9.

protection of intellectual property;
coordination within government agencies and
with other countries; and
providing access to government information
and improving government procurement.

This report focuses on the implications of the
NII for business applications, and addresses many
other issues related to the broader social and eco-
nomic issues of the NII.

FACTORS DEFINING ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE
U.S. businesses are seeking new and more pro-
ductive ways to organize their functions and acti-
vities in the face of increased competition from
abroad. The new approaches have labels such as
total quality control, customer-driven planning,
lean production, just-in-time manufacturing,
agile manufacturing, and electronically y integrated
enterprises. Many of these ideas are inspired by
innovations in foreign countries, some of which
have been successful. An advanced communica-
tion and information infrastructure could make
these tools even more effective for American busi-
ness (see box 1 -1).

These new approaches are based on assump-
tions about the critical factors driving economic
performance in today’s global economy and about
what constitutes economic success. Some, for ex-
ample, stress the importance of national industrial
policies; others emphasize the organizational cul-
tures and structure of group relationships within
the firm; still others focus on the use of technology
to improve performance and eliminate unneces-
sary jobs and activities. But seldom are these fac-
tors considered in their entirety or as they relate to
each other. Nor do they spell out in detail how, and
under what circumstances, the communication in-
frastructure will likely contribute to economic
success.

To ensure that the important factors are taken
into account, it is necessary to consider how

21nf{lm~ati(m Infrastructure Task Force, ‘The National Information lnfrastmcture:  Agenda for Action,” Sept. 15, 1993.
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Boeing Corp. has used networking technologies to reduce administrative overhead, speed production, and

enhance product quality. Except for a few critical parts, most of Boeing’s production is now being outsourced

to suppliers throughout the world. Networked together using seven mainframe computers and 2,800

workstations, these suppliers have designed and preassembled the entire new Boeing 777 jet airliner. The

company expects that this networked effort-the largest computer-aided design and computer-aided

manufacturing project yet undertaken—will eliminate 20 percent of the project’s total cost.

Nike, Inc uses information networking technologies to reduce costs and achieve greater flexibility and re-

sponsiveness in an Industry that is subject to rapidly changing, global demand. Nike is the ultimate in “flat-

tened” organizations. It “outsources” 100 percent of its athletic footwear production to suppliers. Having no

production facilities of its own, it orchestrates the overall process, focusing on areas in which it has the great-

est strength—research, design, and manufacturing.

The discount retailer Wal-Mart uses networked point-of-sale technologies and reformation network tech nolo-

gies to Implement a quick response system with its vendors, Cash register data are collected, analyzed, and

shared using electronic data interchange (ED I). This system has Improved Wal-Mart's efficiency, and many

of its vendors have benefited from greater efficiency and increases in sales of up to 30 percent

Computer use in financial markets was first initiated by the National Association of Securities Dealers Auto-

mated Quotations (NASDAQ) when it began in 1971 to provide computer Iistings of primary information for

several thousand companies. A decade later, it developed a system to provide information as sales were

completed. More recently, it has developed the PORTAL system, which provides the cross-listing of securi-

ties together with an automated trading system. Linked electronically with both the London and the Singa-

pore exchanges, NASDAQ has become an important foreign exchange security market with trade totaling

$6 billion in 1991,

Networked services need not be high-tech for businesses to benefit. For example, toll-free services Iinked

to the public switched network not only enhance business performance; they can also lower barriers to mar-

ket entry. For example, 1-800 numbers can give small businesses access to a national, and even internation-

al, market. Many entrepreneurs, operating on a very small scale, are finding creative ways to take advantage

of this opportunity John M Shanahan, for example, the founder and CEO of Gateway Educational Products,

Ltd , used the toll-free number 1 -800-ABCDEFG to nationally market a musical phonics product, Hooked on

Phonics, which he had originally developed for personal use to help teach his son to read. After 4 years,

Shanahan’s annual sales totaled $85 million, and he is now developing a follow-on educational math pro-

gram. Shanahan attributes much of his success to his toll free “ABCDEFG” phone number,

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994

economic performance is defined and the condi- essential elements: 1 ) an increase in the average
tions that foster high performance. It is then pos- standard of living; 2) sustainable growth; and 3)
sible to examine the role of business as it relates to greater sharing among all groups of the benefits of
these factors. Economic performance entails three growth. 3

3As described by Rlv]in:  “mere  is no obvious single measure of how well the economy is performing in the hNlg IUn,  ~d there is lots  Of

room for argument about what aspects are important and how m measure them. At a minimum, Americans ought to want three things from their
economy: the average standard of living should be rising; the improving level of living should be shared by all groups; and the rising standard
should be sustainable. All three elements of this definition are important.” Alice Rivlin,  Reviving (he Americans Dream:  The Economy, fhe Yafes,
and /he Federal Goternmenl (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1992, p. 35).
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The factors that determine economic perfor-
mance, as defined here, include:

1.

2.

3. .

4.

5.

major structural changes in society that create
new business opportunities or pose new
constraints;
technological advances that create new possibi-
lities and potential problems;
the ability of business and industry to seize
these opportunities and adapt to their changing
environment;
the impact of business decisions on market
structure, factor resources, and other economic
actors; and
the role of government and other institutions
that support or inhibit business activities and
determine the rules of operation for business
and the marketplace (see figure 1-1 ).

These factors are interrelated and, over time,
account for changes in economic performance.
Technological advances, for example, are a major
source of social and economic change. In econom-
ic relationships, technology developments will af-
fect economies of scale, the availability of product
substitutes, the cost of production, and the struc-
ture of the market.4 Work relationships are in-
fluenced by technological advances, as the history
of automation clearly attests.5 New technologies
also create new potential and new opportunities
that change ideas about what is possible and what
is not. By challenging conventional ways of think-
ing, technological advances also provide an op-
portunity to reassess and reconsider basic socio-
economic values, goals, and choices.6

( Technology
advances

Economic performance IS defined as growth sustainable over time in-
cluding an Increase m the average standard of living for all groups Eco-
nomic performance IS a function of a complex lnterrelationship  of fac-
tors

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1994

Although sweeping in their impacts, techno-
logical advances are not without limits. New
technologies are subject to social choice; they are
also regulated by the institutional, cultural, and
organizational environments in which they
evolve. Businesses rarely adopt technological in-
novations in their original form; rather, they rede-
sign and adapt them to meet their specific needs

—
         the  drivers of competition.   a   in  structural

change. as   as m creating new industries. It is also a great equalizer, eroding the competitive advantage of even well-entrenched  and
      Many of today’s great firms grew out of technological changes that they were able   of all the things

that can  the rules of competition, technological change is among the most prominent. ”Michael Porter,   
   Superior  (New York, NY:  Free Press, 1985), p. 164.

 for instance,  id Noble,   A    (New York, NY: Oxford University Press,

       in Society,” in Albert H.  (cd.),  and Man’s  (New   

Martin’s  1981  and  Winner, Autonomous  Techniques   Theme in   (Cambridge,
MA MIT  1977).
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and to conform to their organizational cultures.7

Businesses that can take advantage of these tech-
nological developments to reduce costs, increase
efficiency, extend markets, develop new products,
or otherwise gain a competitive advantage will
prosper-others will not.

Technologies tend to embody social values and
forms of social organization; thus, their impacts
are felt far beyond the realm of business itself.8

Technology will also have an impact on the na-
tion’s competitiveness, the structure of the mar-
ketplace, workplace skills, values, tastes and pref-
erences, and the quality of the environment.
Moreover, if the nation’s economy is to perform
well, it will need to create an environment in
which businesses can be flexible in adapting to
changes in the competitive environment. To do so,
government will need to support the acquisitions
of knowledge and learning, induce innovation,
foster risk-taking and creative activity of all sorts,
and help resolve problems and bottlenecks as they
arise. 9 The communication and information infra-
structure supporting these efforts will need to be
widely accessible and flexible.

THE CHANGING BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
Today, American businesses and the U.S. econo-
my as a whole are confronted by a number of
changes that require an innovative response (see
box 1 -2). Among these are: 1 ) the emergence of a
high] y competitive global economy in which mul-
tinational corporations play a greater role; 2) the
growing importance of information as an econom-
ic resource and basis for competitive advantage;

and 3) the shift from mass production to a system
of customized, flexible production.

| Emergence of a Competitive Global
Economy

The integration of the international economy has
been facilitated and fostered by a number of devel-
opments. These include:

m

●

■

m

■

■

■

the increasing similarity among countries with
respect to tastes, infrastructure, distribution
channels, and marketing approaches;
the emergence of a global capital market, as wit-
nessed by the large flow of funds between
countries;
declining tariff barriers and the establishment
of regional trading agreements;
shifting opportunities for competitive advan-
tage due to technology restructuring;
the integrating role of advanced information
and communication technologies;
slow and uneven world economic growth that
has fanned the flames of international competi-
tiveness; and
the emergence of new global competitors, prin -
cipally from East Asia. 10

Together, these developments have given rise
to a global economy in which patterns of interna-
tional trade primarily reflect patterns of interna-
tional production, Specialization takes place on
the basis of parts and specialized components,
rather than on the exchange of finished products as
in the past. Thus, inter-firm and intrafirm trade is
steadily replacing interindustry trade. 11 Today, for
example, Japan provides approximately 40 per-

7See, for instance, Philip Anderson and Michael L. Tushman, “Technological Disctmtinuities and Il)minant  Designs: A C’yclical  MIKICI of
Tcchnfdogical  Change,’- Adminisfrali}ie Scierrcc Quarterly, vol. 35, 1990, pp. 604-633; and Wesley M. Cohen and Diini~l A. Lcvin[hal, ‘“Ab-
st~rptlvc  Capacity: A New Perspective on Learning and Innovation,” Afiminislralll’e S(vence  Qmrtcr/?,  w)]. 35, 1990, pp. 128-152.

Xwlck.  E. B1j~er, Thomas p. Hughes, and Trevor J. pinch (eds.  ), The &wia/ L’orrslru[’lJon O/ 7echno/o<Kl(’~1/ ,$)’.\l~III\: ~~e~~ /~lr~(’liOnY  in ~hc’

.\{J~ifj/ot~?  and }Iistory oj”7echnologv  (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1987),

‘) D(mglas  N(wth,  /ns/i~u~ions,  /rr.sti/utiona/  Change and Econonric  Perjtirmame  (Cambridge, England Cambru-lgc  UnlvcIsit)  PTcss, 1990).

I IJMl~ha~]  po~er  (ed ) Conlpe/l[fon  in G/~ba/  /ndl/s/ries  (Boston, MA: Harvard Business S~hotd pr~ss,  I ~~~)). PP. ~)~-~~..!

I I R()~.r( Gl]pin, 7}te }~o/l/l(a/  ~(,unonly, ~~ /n[erna/iona/  /?e/a/i~ns (Princet(m, NJ: Princel(m  University press, 19X7 ), p. 2.38. SIX ~IINJ Jack

N. Behrman.  lndu.~(rm/ Pol/cies: International Res[rtwfurirrg  and Transnar~on~ils  (Lexingt(m, MA  I.exin:t{m  [3{MIk\, 1984),
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Business environments change over time because of technology advances, major social and eco-

nomic events, new ways of thinking about business and evaluating performance, and changes in the

institutional norms and government rules that determine economic behavior These changes may be

abrupt and revolutionary, as in the case of war, famine, and natural disaster More often than not, how-

ever, structural changes take place Incrementally, having a cumulative effect over time Even changes

as significant as the demise of the feudal system or the Industrial revolution occurred not at one stroke,

but in an evolutionary fashion as a result of a number of small but Interrelated events 1

Structural changes create both new economic opportunities and new constraints The American CIVII

War, for example, gave rise to both It not only ended slavery, and thereby greatly constrained the mode

of cotton production in the South, it also created new opportunities for textile manufacturing 2 More re-

cently, a vast array of new market opportunities have been created with the sudden collapse of the

governments of the Eastern European bloc

Over the long run, business performance depends on how well businesses react to such changes

Those that respond creatively can gain advantage, while those that fail to adapt wiII Iikely experience

decline 3 The railroad industry is an example In the fifties, when U S railroad companies were con-

fronted by trucking and the airlines, they disregarded them They did not see these technologies as a

threat because they thought of themselves as being in the railroad business rather than the transporta-

tion business This misperception was costly, the railroad companies were soon superseded by the

emerging trucking and airline industries

National economies are also subject to such ebbs and flows This rise and fall occurs because the

conditions for success—or competitive advantage—vary according to circumstances What works well

in one case wiII not necessarily succeed in another 4 Thus, for example the U S economy gained ad-

vantage over many European economies during the Industrial era because mass production required a

large market which existed only in the United States 5 Similarly, although the British economy was suc-

cessful in the 19th century, it declined in the 20th in part because, unlike the Germans and others who

invested in science and education, the British failed to anticipate the emergence of new markets and

the growing Importance of knowledge resources 6

‘ As North notes wlfh respect to the feudal structure “The Important point IS that the changes were an aggregation of hterally thou-

sands of speclhc  small alferatlons In agreements between lords and serfs, which (n total made for fundamental mstlfutlonal change

Douglas North hsfduflons  /nsfWjona/  Change and fconomlc  Performance (Cambridge UK Cambridge Unwerslty Press, 1990)
p 89 Braudel describes the mdustrlal revolution In smlar terms “When one IS talklng about social phenomena rapid and slow

change are inseparable For no society exists which IS not constantly torn between the forces working to preserve It and the subver-

sive forces—whether percewed as such or not—working to undermine It Revolutionary explosions are but the sudden and short-
Ilved volcanlc  eruption of thrs latent and long term confllct “ See Fernand Braudel Cwl/lzatlon and Cap(ahsrn 15fh - 18fh CenWy  The

Perspec/we of the Wor/o’ VOI (11 (Berkeley CA Umversfy  of California Press 1992) pp 537-538
2 See Brodus Mitchel The R/se of Cotton MIs m the Sou(h (Balflmore MD The Johns Hopkins Press, 1921) As the adhor  polrts

out the avallabllty  of slave labor tended to dlscouragethe development of manufacturing in the South until after the CIVII War when the

textile Industry began to flourlsh
3 Andrew Schotter The Theory of Soc/a/ /nstlfullons (Cambridge, UK Cambridge Unlverslty Press, 1981) pp 1-2
4 As Karl Polanyl notes “A nabon may be handlcap~d m Its struggle for surwval by the fact that Its lnst!tutlons, or some of them,

belong to a type that happens tobeon  the down grad+-thegold  standard m World War II was an lnstanceof such an antiquated outfll

Countries on the other hand which for reasons of their own are opposed to the slams quo WOUld be quick to discover the weak-
nesses of the ex6tlng lnstlfullonal order and to anhclpate the creahon of Instltutlons better adapted to their interests See Karl Polanyl,
The Grea[ Transforma[lon The Poh[tca]  and Economfc Or/gins of Our Time (Boston, MA Beacon Press 1957) p 28

5 For a dscusson  of these factors In mass production see Harold Williamson (ed ), The Growth O( the American Economy (New

York NY Prentce Hall 1951) pp 721-722

6 See James Beckford ‘ Great Brlfam Voluntarlsm and Sectional Interests n Robert Wuthrow (ed ) Between .s[ates and Mar-

ke[s The Vokm(ary  Sector in Compafahve Perspechve (Princeton NJ Princeton Unverslty Press 1991 ) p 33

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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SOURCE Institute for the Future,   Enterprise,” contrac-
tor report prepared for the Off Ice of Technology Assessment, May
1993

cent of U.S. component parts in electronics and
automobiles. 1 2

Patterns of direct investment abroad also high-
light this trend toward global economic integra-
tion and interdependence. Between 1960 and
1988, for example, direct investment abroad by all
firms in all nations increased by over 10 percent
per year to more than $1.1 trillion. This trend is

especially pronounced in the United States where
foreign direct investment increased during the
same period faster than the world average—from
$9.9 billion to $328.9 billion, or 18 percent per
year. Moreover, foreign direct investment ac-
counted for 3.4 percent of Gross National Product
(GNP) in 1978, compared with 1.8 percent a dec-
ade earlier. ’ 4

Multinational corporations are also driving the
trend toward globalization. To compete in today’s
global economy, companies must integrate their
activities on a worldwide basis, allocating activi-
ties among a number of countries to gain the great-
est advantage.

15 Depending on the particular case,

it might be best for a firm to disperse its produc-
tion facilities—such as design modification, fab-
rication, and assembly—to foreign countries, and
to focus its own domestic production on the fab-

16 or, alternatively, arication of key components.
firm might decide to manufacture a product do-
mestically, but transfer abroad such downstream
activities as distribution, sales, marketing, and
service. When not fully integrated into multina-
tional corporations, these firms are networking
their activities across global boundaries through a
variety of arrangements such as cross-1icensing of
technology, joint ventures, orderly marketing
agreements, offshore production of components,
secondary sourcing, and crosscutting equity own-
ership17 (see figure 1 -2).

       

      Update: Trends in   U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Trade Administration, September 1989. The stock investment given here is the position of foreign direct investors, or the value of the foreign
investors’ equity in and   offshore  For the United States, a foreign direct investor is one that owns or controls at least 10 percent
of a company’s voting stock (or equivalent amount in an unincorporated enterprise)

 

    cit., footnote  

  Cit.,         John  Managing    The  

 (New York, NY: Council on Foreign Relations, 1993). Once generally associated with U.S. industries, multinationals are, themselves,
increasingly  global in nature. For example, globally networked Japanese and European firms, while differing somewhat in style 
U.S.  have significantly grown in number in the course of the past decade. See Bruce  Weijian Shari, and Gordon Walter, “Knowl-
edge in the Network and the Network as Knowledge,” in  Grabher, The Embedded Firm: On  Socioeconomic’s  Net\\ 

 UK:  1992), p. 90.
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I Trend Toward an Information-Based
Economy

There is an interrelated trend toward an informa-
tion-based, network economy. Increasingly, in-
formation serves as a primary resource, a key fac-
tor of production.Information is becoming a
prerequisite to the development and allocation of
other resources. As such, it is treated less and less
as a free good and more and more as a commodity
to be bought and sold in the marketplace. As the
economic value of information increases, the eco-
nomic rewards of those who have greatest access
to it grow as well. 18

The trend toward an information-based econo-
my results, in part, from the development and
widespread deployment of information and com-
munication technologies. The emergence of these
technologies has increased: 1) the speed at which
information can be communicated; 2) the quantity
of information that can be collected, stored, ma-
nipulated, and transmitted; and the access to in-
formation (see figure 1-3).

These technologies provide numerous ways to
improve efficiency and increase productivity, and
thus engender growth. Information is, for exam-
ple, reusable. Unlike capital resources such as
steel and iron, it requires very few physical re-
sources to produce and distribute it. Information
can be used to substitute more efficiently for labor
and to improve the overall efficiency of the pro-
ductive process itself. As productive processes be-
come increasingly complex, the largest reserve of
economic opportunities will be in organizing and
coordinating productivity activity through the
process of information-handling19 (see figures
1-4 and 1 -5).

36,000

32,000

28,000 

24,000-

20,000-

16,000-

12,000-

8,000 -

4,000 -

 Private

 Public

I I I
1980 82 84 86 88 90 92

NOTE The  computer version of  “electronic  (e-ma(l),
IS perhaps the most used and most basic computer network 

 Simpler to use than  and  a letter,  IS installed

on  every networked computer and the total number of 
addresses (mailboxes) IS growing exponentially As depicted above,

 addresses installed by the private sector  
it  and  have grown much faster than their

 counterparts

SOURCE Electronic  and Micro Systems Jan 1 1994, PP 1-10
(year-end 1993 figures revised April 1994)

Technology advances have also given rise to
new businesses that specifically cater to business
information needs. Information can now be proc-
essed in a variety of new ways, adding to its value
from the point at which it is created or composed

          be measured primarily in terms of ownership of fixed physical assets,  rather in  

     and   value-added operations.  value-added dimension, moreover, will be
the    the comparative advantage required  industrial  This shift in the basis of wealth formation is a 

    past, a  that IS driven by accelerating forces of change. One of these factors involves an explosion of technology that
has created     I        last    this knowledge basis is    again in 
next 15 years.” D.     Alliances Among “   of   

 on   and   Through   7, 1992, p. 77.

     and      /   

Science Publishers.   
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to the point at which it is assimilated or used. As
the opportunities for creating new information
products and services have increased, so too have
the number of commercial providers. Responding
to the increased demand for information, the new
technologies have spawned a rapidly growing in-
dustry. For example, in 1992, the worldwide mar-
ket for online services totaled $10.1 billion, a 9.2
percent increase from $9.3 billion in 199120 (see
box 1-3).

| Shift to Flexible, Decentralized
Production

To gain competitive advantage in a knowledge-
based, global economy, firms must adopt new
ways of doing business. Customers are now more
diverse and sophisticated, and new, highly skilled
competitors use communication networks to ac-
cess foreign markets. Success in the global econo-
my no longer depends only on achieving efficien-

    Trends    CT:  Trends,   p.  
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cy and cost reduction. 21 Increasingly, it depends
on the effectiveness of businesses—their ability to
innovate, respond just-in-time, focus on quality,
and establish more cooperative interfirm and in-
trafirm relationships. To enhance their effective-
ness, businesses are taking advantage of more
timely and appropriately packaged information to
help them shift from business models based on
mass production to those that center around the
concept of flexible, decentralized production22

(see table l-l).
The system of mass production that developed

in the United States was extremely efficient for its
time. Because it eliminated variability, it greatly
reduced the need for information. With lower in-
formation costs, firms could handle greater vol-
ume and reap even greater efficiency gains
through economies of scale and scope, The system
was self-reinforcing. Given lower costs, volume
was sustained through price reduction and the

generation of a mass market.23 However, this sys-
tem of mass production, which took the form of
the assembly-line process, hinged on maintaining
constancy. As a result, everything-parts, proc-
esses, tools, products, workers, and tasks—had to
be standardized.24 In addition, this system re-
quired a rigid, hierarchical business structure that
would provide adequate control .25 Equally im-
portant, it necessitated a tradeoff in favor of effi-
ciency over diversity.26

Such a tradeoff is neither necessary nor ap-
propriate today when diversity is at a premium.
Flexible, decentralized production systems (also
referred to as mass customization) allow busi-
nesses to customize production without sacrific-
ing economies of scope. Using such an approach,
businesses seek to control a particular market
niche rather than maximize market size. As a re-
sult, scale economies are no longer such an impor-
tant factor for success .27

2 ] As noted  by Gehani:  “F{Jr  many years, the dela~  and the C(JSI. .in the devel(~pment  of new products did n{~t hurt most c(mlpan]es’  bi~tt(ml
IIne very much. The customers generally waited patiently for nev products  to appear in the market. With fev ncw c)rganlzat]<ms  entm-]ng  an
oligop{~l”  istic and mainly domestic U.S. ec(m(~nly,  [here was m) significant erosi(m  in (he cust(mler base of an (~rganl~a[i(m  due to such delays.
But with globalizatitm of c(mlpetiti(m  in the i 980s and ease of transc(mtinental movements  {)f g(x)ds, rmmey, and infomlati{m,  f(weign  con]petl-
tors started entering as so(m  as some gaps appeared in the highly valued U.S. or European markets. ” R. Ray Gehanl, ‘“Concurrent Product Dm el -
opnwnt for Fast Track Corporations, ” Long Range P/arming, v{)I. 25, N(J. 6, pp. 40-47, 1992.

2ZAS Stlnchctm~be  points (WI: “’Structures of t)rganizati(ms,  and of parts of organizati(ms,  vary according to the s{)rts  of uncertaint]cs the)
confr(mt,  and acc(~rdlng  U) what sources of infom~ati(m they depend (m and to how that infom]atitm is best got to the dcc I si~~n-making  un Its. ”
Arthur L. Stlnchctm~be,  lnfwrnar~wr  fJnd f)rgfzni:afiwrs  (Berkeley, CA Umvers]ty of California Press, 1990), p. 3.

23As W]lliams(m  notes: “Mass production”  was the main sup~wt as it was the prerequisite of mass producti~~n.  . . .Thc Ammncan  h(mw nuir-
ket, ]n the wtmis of Andrew Cameg]e,  is a‘ vast htm~(~gcnc(ws  market, and this fact(w  t(x) was a major Influence  affcctln g the e~ ()! utl(m of Inasf
pr~tiuctl(m.  Across  the h(m/(mtal  plane and its great  gcxgraph}cal  extend, as well as up and down the vertical s{xIal sca]c,  the A n~er-icim market
place underwent a standardization of taste and consurnpti(m  that txlrc prof~mnd  psychological  and cc(m(~ruic signl ticance. ’” Hari~ld WI II Ianmm
(cd.), 7’he  Growth oj [he  Arnerifan  Ecwromy (New York, NY: Prentice Hail, 1957), pp. 721-722.

‘Jlb[d. See also James P. Womach,  Daniel T. l(mes,  and Daniel  Rtn)s,  The Ma(hine  7-hat Changed The 14 brid:  The .Storj  d [.twn Prcd[[([[cm

(New York, NY Harper Pcrcnn]al, 1990), p. 27.

“Janws  Benlgm,  The Control Re\wlf[tfon: 7iYhndos.v and the Ewnmn[c origins of’the ln]orn~{ltlon  .Rxfct.v  (Princct(m, NJ Prmcct(m  Llnl-
verslt}  Press, I 986).

‘GAs pointed  (wt by Boynt(m et al.: “Change in e]ther  pr(wss  or product works against the mass- pr(}ducti(m  f(}m~ula. Changes m pr~duct
make  reach incn obs(dete,  ffm’c c(}stl}  changcf  wcr and reduce  managerial control. Changes in process c(mlpl icatc ind i \ Idual yh, raise  waste
and error, and Increase  unit costs. Thus a mass pr(ducti(m  t~rganizati(m is intended to respond to and initiate as Ilttle change as p)sslble. This
design for stab]llty  requires Iimlting  pntiuct  varretj  as well as process inno~ralion.  ’” A.C. B(~ynt(m,  B. L’lct(w,  B.J, Pine II, ““New Cfm~pct]tl\c
Strategies. Challenges to Organizat](ms and Infomlatl(m Technology,”’” IBM Systems Jourrul, vO1. 1, 1994, pp.43-44.

“According  t{) Ayrcs  “The key t{) the suggested “new paradigm” for ec(mm]c  grow [h is that increasing flex ib]l it] prl]grcssi~ely  rcducc~
the cost d] fferentlal between cust(~n]lzed and standardized products. The smaller th]s differential, the greater  the demand for dlk crsit)  and,
hcncc,  flex lblllty. But thts process, In turn, leads to further irnprokcrmmts  in the manufacturing process , gcrwrat  mg Sakr mgs in tx)th Iatx  w and
capital, and In effect, restraining the traditl(mal  cost-drlvm cngirw  of growth.’” R,U, A} rcs, “’CIM A Challenge to Techn(~logy  Managcmcnt,”

Intcrnollmai  Joltrnal qj Tcchndo<q.v Mmra~cnwnt, Dixxmber  1992,  p. 21.
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Online Information—facts, figures, pictures, numbers, and words traveling through telephone and

computer networks, and stored and retrieved from computers—is prevalent and growing throughout the

American economy Businesses and consumers are using this method of information-gathering and ex-

change to supplement telephone conversations, face-to-face conversations, and paper-based informa-

tion sources While the most basic services only allow for information retrieval from a database, others

allow communications such as electronic mail (E-mail), electronic bulletin board services (BBSs), and

online chat sessions similar to telephone conference calls.

Looking back in time, the first online service was computer time-sharing that gave businesses ac-

cess to a central computer from a dumb terminal at a remote site Computer time-sharing allowed com-

panies that could not afford in-house systems to benefit from computing After computer time-sharing

took hold, publishers realized the benefits of distributing information as well as computing resources

through similar shared network arrangements

accessed through personal computers

instead of dumb terminals The installed

base of personal computers is expected to

number about 57 million in the United States

and 148 million worldwide by 1994 1

SIMBA Information Inc , a market ana-

lyst, divides the online services market

according to whether businesses or indi-

viduals are the customer. The services of-

fered to businesses and consumers,

however, may be similar as individuals

demand business-oriented services,

such as for professional correspondence

or individual investing More specifically,

the business services market includes

brokerage, credit, f inancial news/re-

search, legal/regulatory, and profession-

al/library services, whereas the consumer

services market includes general interest,

individual investing, and gateways to

more than one service provider

Today, online information and communications are generally

800
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SOURCE Gale Directory of Databases, Volume 1  Databases
Gale Research, Detroit, Ml, 1993

(continued)

 Dataquest  , San Jose, CA, as   Online    Trends&Forecast  CT  ions
Trends, 1993)
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I

Brokerage services distribute real-time

market information to banks and financial

institutions Credit services collect and sell

payment histories to credit grantors Financial

news/research services provide news and de-

cision support services for investors Legal/

regulatory services provide access to govern-

ment information such as laws, corporate

records and real estate transaction histories

Marketing services sell targeted mailing Iists

and other market Information Professlonal/li -

brary services sell scientific, medical, and

technical Information Individual investor ser-

vices give Information such as stock quotes

and some permit Investors to initiate trades

Gateways are telephone company services

that provide links to many online services

The online services market IS g rowing

rapidly Worldwide sales in 1992 topped

$101 billion Of this amount, North Ameri-
can-based companies accounted for 60 per-

cent and European-based companies ac-

counted for 32 percent Annual sales growth

was 92 percent in 1992 and averaged 91

percent between 1988 and 1992 Figures

1-6 1-7, and 1-8 depict the growth between

1983 and 1992 in the numbers of databases,

database producers and online services

(vendors who distribute database informa-

tion) While these numbers are large, they

are only a subset of a much larger informa-

tion market that Includes the sale of informa-

tion and services over private networks,

electronic data interchange (EDI), network-

ing offered by value-added networks (VANS),

airline customer reservation systems (CRSs),

real-estate multiple-l listing services (MLSs),

electronic funds transfers (EFTs) and auto-

mated teller machines (ATMs)

SOURCE On/me  1993  Trends  
  CT   Trends 1993)
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Old model New model

Mass production, Flexible decentralization,
1950s and 1960s 1980s and beyond— —

Overall strategy
* Low cost through vertical integration, mass production, * Low cost with no sacrifice of quality, coupled with sub-

scale economies, long production runs. stantial flexibility, through partial vertical disintegration,

* Centralized corporate planning, rigid managerial hierar- greater reliance on purchased components and ser-

chies. vices,

* International sales primarily through exporting and dl- ‘ Multimode International operation, including minority

rect Investment joint ventures and nonequity strategic alliances

Product design and development
* Internal and hierarchical, m the extreme, a linear pipe- * Decentralization, with carefully managed division of

Iine from central corporate research laboratory to devel- responsibility among R&D and engineering groups,
opment of manufacturing engineering. simultaneous product and process development

* Breakthrough innovation the ideal goal where possible, greater reliance on suppliers and con-
tract engineering firms.

* Incremental innovation and continuous improvement
values.

Production
* Fixed or hard automation ● Flexible automation,

* Cost control focuses on direct labor * With direct costs low, reductions of Indirect cost be-

* Outside purchases based on arm’s length, price-based come critical

competition, many suppliers * Outside purchasing based on price, quality, delivery,

● Off-line or end-of-line quality control. technology, fewer suppliers.

* Fragmentation of individual tasks, each supplied in de- * Real-time, on-line quality control.

tail, many jobs classifications * Selective use of work groups; multitasking, job rotation,

● Shopfloor authority vested ❉■ first-line supervisors, few job classifications

sharp separation between labor and management. * Delegation, within Iimits, of shopfloor responsibility and
authority to individuals and groups, blurring of bound-
aries between labor and management encouraged

Hiring and human relations practices
* Workforce mostly full-time, semi-skilled ‘ Smaller core of full-time employees, supplemented

* Minimal qualiflcations accepted with contingent (part-time, temporary, and contract)

‘ Layoffs and turnover a primary source of flexibility,
workers. who can be easily brought in or let go, as a
major source of flexibilitv

workers, in the extreme, viewed as variable csst
, .

* Careful screening of prospective employees for basic
and social skills, and trainability

● Core workforce viewed as an investment, management
attention to quality-of-workmg Iife as a means to re-
ducing turnover—

Job ladders
● Internal labor market, advancement through the ranks * Limited internal labor market, entry or advancement

via senlority and informal on-the-lob training may depend on credentials earned outside the work-
place

*

*

*

Governing metaphors
Supervisors as policemen, organization as army * Supervisors as coaches or trainers, organization as

athletic team (The Japanese metaphor organization
as family.).-

Training
Minimal for production workers, except for Informal on- * Short training sessions as needed for core workforce,
the-job training. sometimes motivational, sometimes intended to im-

Specialized training (including apprenticeships) for prove quality control practices or smooth the way for

grey-collar craft and technical workers new technology

* Broader skills sought for both blue- and grey-collar
workers

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, Septembet 1990
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Flexible, decentralized systems use informa-
tion and networking to integrate and compress the
time from product innovation to marketing to
drive demand and to maximize customer respon-
siveness.

28 With a variable organizational struc-

ture, firms can rearrange their activities around
teams and networks that bring together everyone
who is involved in the life cycle of a product.
Working together and sharing the same informa-
tion, all processes can be carried out in parallel .29
This kind of structure reduces the time involved in
product development and the likelihood of waste.
It also leads to fewer defects and higher quality
products. This is a major benefit because, as pro-
duction processes become more complex, the cost
of error detection and correction is rising as a frac-

30 Moreover, flexible teams aretion of total cost.’
advantageous because they can be reconfigured to
respond quickly to changing demand.31

POTENTIAL FOR BUSINESS

| Impact of Technology on Businesses
Information and communication technologies are
both driving and facilitating the adaptation of
business to structural changes in the economy.
Businesses are now applying computer technolo-

gy to almost all of their activities—from recruit-
ing to laying off workers, from ordering raw mate-
rials to manufacturing products, from analyzing
markets to performing strategic planning, and
from inventing new technologies to designing ap-
plications for their use. Not only are these technol-
ogies being applied to traditional tasks; they are
also being used to reconfigure the nature of the
business process itself. While early innovators
and adopters have often used these technologies to
gain strategic advantage, businesses must take ad-
vantage of them over the long term for the sake of
survival alone.

Conducting business on a global scale, for ex-
ample, creates many new challenges and opportu-
nities. 32 To fully benefit from the availability of
worldwide resources and markets, businesses
must have a truly translational perspective that
harmonizes operations in the service of a single
corporate strategy. Translational corporations
must be able to balance their global operations
with the requirements of local markets—such as
the need to establish special sales channels, ser-
vice contracts, and work relationships. In addi-
tion, as companies spread their corporate bound-
aries, they will need to make decisions that are far
more complex based on information and data that

2SAS noted by Bessen:  “The  phrase ‘getting close to the customer’ now has a definite high-tech ring. Farsighted cornpames  l]ke American
A[rllnes and R.J. Reymdds have gained a decisive competitive  edge by building powerful customer information systems. Through such sys-
tems, these ctm~panies not (rely understand individual consumers better but also employ informatitm to develop and market new prxducts.” Jim
Be\sen,  ‘“Riding the Marketing lnfomlatiorr  Wave,” Har\ard Business Re\’iew, September/October, 1993, p. 150.

20A \ Gchani  p)ints  out, if such teams are m he effective: “’the organization human resources may have to be trained to share, ctmmwnicate,
and exchange Ideas with team members frtm~ other parts of the organization in a non-confmntory  manner. In a traditi(mal ‘serial t)rganizati(m,
pr(duct  and pr(wess inn(wati(ms  may emerge independently in different parts of the organization. On the other hand, in an integrated “parallel
twgant  zatl(m, the prxduct  and process  innovati(ms  in different parts of an organization develop and grow concurrently in a sharing and ‘system-
IC llliiflflcr.”’  op. cit., fixmmte 21.

‘OA\ r-es,  op. cit., f(x~tm~te  27, p. I 8.,
~ I AS noted  by Gehani “. . .an accelerated product development process produces both internal as well as external benefits to an (~r,ganiza-

tl(m. T%c cxtemal or competitive benefits include market penetration due to faster customer responsiveness, premium pricing, pmtse  fh~w f~f
market research ]nf(mla[i(m,  and ability [[) incorporate latest technology into a product.” Op. cit., f(wtnote21. See also, B{)yntcm et al, op. clt.,
lootnt)tc” 26.

3JSCC, t’t)r ln~tance,  Robert M]ttman, ‘“The  Electrxmic Enterprise,” c(mtractm report prepared for the Office of Techntjh~gy  Assessment, May
1 [)~~,  Src also S[ephen  H, Rhlnesrll[th,  John N, will Ianlson, David M, Eh]en, and ~ni~e  S. Matwel], 7}~/IflI~~ ~~~ /)~i>~/op~lc/?t  ./et/rfra/, April

1989, pp. 25-34,
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reflect cultural and political disparities.33 World-
wide networks that can support group decision-
making and information-sharing will be critical
for operating in such a fashion.

If available to them, networked technologies
will also allow small and rural businesses to par-
ticipate more fully in the global economy .34 For
example, a small business that serves only a single
niche market may be able to greatly expand its op-
erations by using technology to enter similar niche
markets on a worldwide basis. Small companies
may be able to link up with translational corpora-
tions as suppliers, value-added providers, or other
market intermediaries. In addition, technology
enables groups of small businesses to operate as if
they were much larger entities, much like consor-
tia, enabling them to compete with large busi-
nesses on a more equal footing. When working
with translational corporations, however, small
businesses may require high-capacity/high-quali-
ty networking systems comparable to those used
by larger businesses, as well as the skills and ex-
pertise necessary to integrate them.

The international communication marketplace
is rapidly responding to this demand for seamless,
worldwide telecommunications services.35 Ac-

cording to one account, in 1990, 16.3 percent of
worldwide value-added service revenue was
derived from international offerings. Estimates

are that this figure will increase to 28 percent by
1996. 36 To provide service, a full range of provid-
ers are engaging in a variety of new cooperative
arrangements-global partnerships, consortia,
joint ventures, and foreign investments.37

The need to apply information and knowledge
to an ever-growing number of complex business
problems—as well as to share and leverage these
resources both within and across organizational
boundaries-will also increase business require-
ments for advanced applications and networking
technologies, such as wide area networks, data-
bases for information management, groupware,
and electronic data interchange (EDI).38 Sharing
information and data permits businesses to
employ production processes that shorten product
cycles and adopt marketing strategies that are
highly responsive to customers needs. For exam-
ple, computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)
improves efficiency and product quality because
the data describing the engineering parameters of
a product, once created and stored electronically,
can be retrieved by any member of a project team
in a form most appropriate for his or her needs (see
boxes 1-4 and 1 -5). Redundancies and discrepan-
cies are avoided because everyone uses the same
information.39 Similarly, businesses can greatly
improve customer service by employing distrib-
uted computing systems and relational databases

33 Cre5iencia Tomes  and Mary Bruxelles, “Capitalizing on Global Diversity,” HR Magazine, December 1992, pp. 30-33.

Sdsee J.E.  Butler  and G. S. H~sen,  “Network Evolution, Entrepreneurial Success and Regional Development,” Entrepreneurship and Eco-

nomic Development, vol. 3, 1991, pp. 1- 16; Andrea Larsen, “Partner Networks: Leveraging External Ties to Improve Entrepreneurial Perf(w-
mance,” Journal oj_Business Ven/uring,  vol. 6, 1991, pp. 173- 188; and Torn Peters, “Rethinking Scale,” Cal(/ornia Management Re\ien’, fall
1992, pp. 7-29. See also U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Rural America at the Crossroads: Ner}torking,tor  the Future, OTA-
TCT-471 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992).

jssee  U.S. Congress, office Of Technology Assessment, Te/ecommunicarions  Sert’ic”es  In European Marke/s, OTA-TCT-548  (Washington,

DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, August 1993); and Cam] Wilson, “Global Ec(m(m]y, Changing Pol itical Scene  Play Havoc With Spend-
ing,” Telephony, Jan. 6, 1992, pp. 21-26.

36Kagn Lynch,  bfj]obat  service showdown:”  Communlcati(m  and Cornpuler C(mlpanies J(xkey T() Redefine Thenlseives  as lntemati(~nal

Service Providers,” CommunicationsWeek  International, May 11, 1992, p. 22.

37 Cowhey and Ar(lns~ln,  0p. Cit., fOOtnOte  17.

~gsee  Berm R. IQmsynski  and F. Warren McFarlan, “lnfornlation  Partnerships-Shared Data, Shared Scale,” Har\ard  Business Re\’ie\t’,

Septen&r-October 1990, pp. I I 4- 120; and Max Munday, “Buyer-Supplier Partnerships and Cost Data Disclosure,’” Management Accounting,
1992, pp. 28-29.

39see  Kevin parker, ,-Reenglneefing the Auto  lndust~,”  Manuja~~urin~  .$ys}ems, January  I %3,  pp. 40-44;  and Laura De !imdis and Mar-

vin Chart(~ff,  ‘“CIM  Users’ Group Need for Flexible Net Underpinnings,. ’ Nefi\wk  World,  Mar. 16, 1992, pp. 1, 29-33,  38-40.
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The intensely competitive business environment has drastically shortened time-to-market, Product in-

novations must occur much more rapidly (see figure 1-9). Shorter life cycles mean that manufacturers need

to be flexible and prolific, efficiently churning out higher quality products at much faster rates Competing

effectively in this environment means that businesses must operate on a “just-in-time bass, ” producing

goods on demand and in response to specific customer needs, To reduce production time, many firms are

Integrating their business functions around processes such as concurrent engineering and computer-inte-

grated manufacturing (CIM) With concurrent engineering, process-oriented teams manage the engineering and

production processes simultaneously, This kind of reorganization reduces costs in two ways it speeds up the

production process itself; it also allows engineers to design for manufacturability. With computer-

Integrated manufacturing and design, manufacturing and resource planning are not only Integrated, they

occur online with the use of shared Information systems. CIM permits rapid prototyping enhances quality

control, and greatly reduces waste.

 Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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Enterprise integration is greatly facilitated by the use of shared information systems, across groups

and facilities, so that teams can leverage the Information resources of others, wherever they may be To

support enterprise integration, communication must be seamless and reliable so information can be

relayed in a timely manner and without errors

There are a number of technologies that support shared information systems Networking options

include Local Area Networks (LANs), Wide Area Networks (WANs), and Metropolitan Area Networks

(MANs), supported by a vast array of transmission and networking technologies, including Asynchro-

nous Transfer Mode (ATM), Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), fiber optics, satellite, and many

radio-based technologies (see figure 1-10) Open systems architecture and object-oriented program-

ming environments wiII enable systems to be built more efficiently and effectively to facilitate informa-

tion-sharing Client-server architectures that distribute data over a network of desktop workstations (as

opposed to having the data reside in a central mainframe computer) wiII allow departments to own their

own data and make it available to the people who need it Software such as groupware and distributed

databases will provide the ability to store, search, and refine disparate pieces of Information

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1994

This figure Illustrates how the data communications portion of the information superhighway IS composed of a complex network of inter-

connected networks A firms internal computer network typically consists of several smaller, linked local area networks (LANs), which
in turn are Interconnected to increasingly wider networks, MANs and WANs

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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to integrate, update, and deliver relevant customer
information on demand at the point of sale or point
of customer inquiry. 40

Systematic and creative ways of providing in-
formation will also be required to support the
growing number of knowledge-workers across all
sectors of the firm.

41 Fixed, controlled procedures
are being superseded by team-based flexible proc-
esses that require discretionary and diverse sets of
capabilities. By learning and generating knowl-
edge on the job, workers will be valued more for
their cognitive than their manual skills .42 With the
blurring of boundaries across hierarchies and or-
ganizations, decisionmaking will be distributed
both downward and outward: managers will
spend less time directly supervising, and more
time making strategic choices and orchestrating
and evaluating overall enterprise activities.43 To
enhance their capabilities and maximize their ef-
fectiveness, workers and managers will not only
need access to information itself, but also to the
technologies that can help them filter, process, ap-
ply. distribute, and further generate it.

Networked information technologies will also
be a prerequisite for enterprise restructuring and

44 Seeking new ways to improvereengineering.
quality. enhance efficiency, gain strategic advan-
tage. and acquire greater knowledge and exper-

tise, many businesses are rearranging their activi-
ties to carry them out in networks and teams (see
box 1-6). Some businesses, for example, are enter-
ing into highly integrated, long-term relationships
with customers and suppliers; others are setting up
short-term, ad hoc alliances to address a particular
problem at hand. Many of these networks tran-
scend national as well as organizational bound-
aries. 45 Technologies such as wide area networks.

v ideoconferenc ing, computer-integrated engi-
neering and manufacturing, and electronic data in-
terchange are necessary not only to support such
activities; they also serve as a catalyst for orga-
nizational change (see box 1 -7).

| The Impact of Technology on Markets
Information and communication technologics
will not only affect the nature of business orga-
nizations; they will also have considerable impact
on the size, structure, and openness of markets.
Networking technologies can greatly reduce the
costs entailed in exchange transactions. As these
costs decline, many business activities previously
carried out within vertically integrated firms will
likely be shifted to the marketplace. In addition,
because exchange transactions will increasingly
be carried out electronically and online. the
network will in many instances serve as the mar-
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Networking provides new op-

portunities for businesses to en-

ter new markets, gain strategic

advantage, and reduce transac-

tion costs These networks are

ef fec t ive  because they  cu t

across traditional organizational

boundaries, either within or

across firms

Business networks come in a

number of varieties As de-

picted in section A of figure

1-11, some networks are inter-

nal to the firm They generally

cut across traditional business

functions, allowing firms to reor-

ganize around processes that

support team-based work for to-

tal quality control and just-in-

time delivery A wide range of

groupware applications are be-

ing developed to support such

networks Businesses may also

set up networks to create new

interorganizational connections,

as can be seen in section B An

electronic data Interchange

(EDI) network might be used, for

example, to connect a firm to its

suppliers Networking can also

be used to support virtual cor-

porations and agile manufactur-

ing, as Illustrated in section C

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assess-
ment, 1994
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Technology can help businesses reorganize to achieve greater efficiency, effectiveness, and innovation

However, the benefits stem from the organizational change, not from the technology itself Some exam-

ples can serve to Illustrate (see figure 1-1 2),

Mercedes Benz takes advantage of its computer-based communication network to differentiate and en-

hance its product It not only provides car owners with a toll-free 800 number to call for service, it also

helps drivers locate a service provider, wherever they may be. Networked mobile phone and paging

services also Improve service delivery by linking repair personnel to their offices while they are on the

road With continual access, management can easily learn about schedule changes and hear directly

from clients Improvements of this kind make firms more competitive

The national drug company, McKesson Corp., used its networked Information systems to develop new

products It offered its pharmacy customers a detailed analysis of their sales, including the profitability

and turnover ratios of different items based on their orders over a period of time. The company also

offered to print price labels for pharmacies.

The OTIS elevator company uses its computer-based communication network to provide more efficient

centrally coordinated repair activities, When clients call, they report their problem to a highly trained op-

erator who records the information in a computer and dispatches repair personnel via a telephone/beep-

er system When the repair IS made, the information IS again stored in the computer so senior manage-

ment can track repair efforts and deal with special problems as they arise Moreover, the recorded fault

data, which are also immediately available online to the company’s engineers and designers, can be

analyzed by management to identify any recurring problems that might require more general corrective

action

In some companies, research data are now being integrated into other corporate information systems

allowing for their more effective use throughout an entire organization For example, the Integration of

systems at Marion Laboratories Inc allows the R&D department to send the formula for a new drug

along with the engineering process control data, directly to the manufacturing department This same

information IS sent to the sales and marketing department where it IS used to create educational materi-

als for physicians to use when testing the drug.

Using sophisticated databases that track consumer behavior, companies can refine their marketing cam-

paigns Donnally Marketing in Stamford, CT, for example, specializes in providing this kind of service It

gathers and correlates the responses to questionnaires that are mailed to consumers along with shopper

coupons, and then stores the Information in a large-scale database where it can be reprocessed and

retrieved as needed With this system, the company can track the purchasing patterns of more than 90

million households

(continued)

SOLJRCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1994
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Business
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ket. Where this occurs, market structure will de-
pend as much on network characteristics, and the
economies of networks, as it does on relationships
among firms.

The rise of vertically integrated firms at the end
of the 19th century was facilitated by the trans-
portation, communication, and information
technologies of the day—the railroads, the tele-
graph, and the telephone. By increasing the speed
and control with which goods could be moved,
processed, and distributed, these technologies
made it possible to coordinate and manage pro-
duction on a very large scale.

A reverse trend is occurring today46 (see box
1-8). In a highly complex and rapidly changing
global economy, vertical bureaucracies are
pushed to their limits. Businesses everywhere are
increasing their flexibility by downsizing and out-
sourcing. 47 They are increasingly purchasing in
the market what they need, whether preassembled
parts, logistical support systems, customized
communication services, or packaged business in-
formation. At the same time, a multitude of new
enterprises, structured to serve a particular busi-
ness need, are appearing to provide these services.

This shift toward greater market reliance is be-
ing facilitated and fostered, as in the past, by tech-
nological advances. However, unlike earlier
technologies that diminished the costs associated
with large-scale organizations, today computer-
based communication networks and shared in-
formation systems are reducing the costs of carry-
ing out market activities.48 These include, for
example, the costs of searching for the right prod-
ucts and best deals, executing transactions, and
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monitoring and enforcing the terms of the trade.
Taking advantage of electronic data interchange,
for example, buyers can place orders with ap-
propriate suppliers, execute exchanges, transfer
funds, and update inventories, all automatically
and online (see box 1 -9). Similarly, global corpo-
rations such as Chrysler Corp. can outsource the
production and assembly of many parts to a num-
ber of suppliers located in different countries,
knowing that these pieces, having been joint] y en-
gineered and developed through computer-inte-
grated engineering systems, will all fit together.

A growing number of technology applications
are designed to facilitate and support various as-
pects of market exchange (see box 1-1 O). These
include, for example: 1 ) search tools such as au-
diotext and videotext, online databases, electronic
catalogs, and multiple-listing services; 2) ex-
change mechanisms such as 1-800 numbers; cred-
it, debit, and smart cards; EDI; automated teller
machines; and computer reservation systems; and
3) electronic monitoring and enforcement sys-
tems such as electronic data capture, credit card
authorization, electronic funds transfer, and auto-
mated clearinghouses.

As these technologies and their various func-
tions are brought together into integrated and in-
teractive networks, more and more trade will take
place electronically, online. How these electronic
markets evolve, and the actual form they take, w ill
have significant consequences for competition
and the functioning of the economy as a whole.
Because electronic markets can reduce the overall
costs of doing business, they can greatly enhance
efficiency and lead to expanded trade. This may

‘Set T{m] Mahme,J Yates, and R. I Benjamin, “’Electr(mic  Markets and Electronic Hierarchies: Effects of lnfom~alion  Tcchnt~logy tm Mar-
hct Structure and Ct)rp)ratc  Strategies,” Commun[tw[ion.$ oft/le ACM, vol. 30, N(). 6, June 1987, pp. 484-497. See  also, Ajit Kamhil, ‘“lnf{~mu\-
tttm Techn(d(lgy  and Verttcal  Integratmn Evdence  from the Manufacturing Sector”; in Steve S. Wildrnan and Margarel Guerin-Cal\ et-(, L“/cc
tronl(  Ser}](e$  ,Vemorhs: A Business and Pub/[~ Po/lty  L“ha//enge  (New York, NY: Praeger, 1991 ); and Stuart Smith, Dav]d  Tr;insficld, Jt~hn
Bcssant,  Paul Levy, and Clive Ley, “Factory 2000: Design for the Factory of the Future,” International Studies oj’h!flno,qcmerrt and {)r,gan[:{i-
[l~m, L {)]. 22, N{). 4, pp. 6 I -68.

47c3CC  Gadl Kaplan, “’Manu fac[ur]ng A La cane.  Agile Assembly Lines, Faster ~vel{)pn~enl  Cycles. ” IEEE .Spe(’trlfm, Scpllm)k’1” I 993, pp

j4.u,  and  Gary Hamel, “The Core  Conlpetencc  t)f a Corporation,’’” }/ar\’ard Business Re\le}t, MayJune  1992, pp. 79-91,

~Sec  J. Yannlo Ba~{JS, “A strategic Analysis of Electr(mic Marketplaces,” MIS Quarfcr/~,  Septmnher  1991, pp. 295-309. See alst~ Chris
}{olland.  Geoff  L{wkc[t,  and Ian Blackman, “LPlannlng f{)r Electrtmic Data Interchange,” .$~rategic Mana~cmcnt  Journal,  YOI. 13, 1992, pp.
539-550.
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Information is required for all economic activity The exchange of information is at the heart of the

market system A market economy relies on the communication of information to identify buyers and

sellers, allocate resources, and establish prices Within firms, the availability of timely and accurate in-

formation is key to decisions about whether to enter or exit markets, how to finance, how to organize

working relationships, and how to distribute and market goods. Where adequate reformation IS not

available, markets wiII fail and economic performance will suffer because of higher business costs

Information and communication technologies are critical in determining the nature of firms and the

structure of markets These technologies reduce the costs of doing business, and can increase eco-

nomic activity and foster economic growth in several ways To understand the Implications of newly

developing reformation and communication technologies for the future organization of business and

markets, they must be considered from a historical perspective

Once markets were face-to-face exchanges. Commerce took place in town centers where people

congregated to exchange and trade goods. The costs of doing business were small, buyers, sellers,

and the intermediaries who provided capital, credit, and brokered information were all present As

transportation improved, local markets gave way to regional fairs, and later, with the development of

sailing and navigational technologies, to port cities such as Lisbon, Genoa, Venice, Antwerp and Am-

sterdam 1 But, until the development of the telegraph m the last half of the 19th century, the size of

markets, as well as the extent of trade, were constrained by the slow pace at which goods and market

information could be transported 2

Communication and information technologies also affect how businesses are organized When

transportation and communication over long distances was difficult and slow, merchants had lnsuffi-

cient information on which to base sales Prices differed significantly from market to market, so most

merchants avoided Iong-distance trading, When they traded, they relied on merchants in distant trading

centers to sell their goods for a commission To reduce and spread the risks Involved in distant trading,

they sold a variety of products and avoided single product specialization

With the development of the railroads in the 1830s and the telegraph in 1844, the speed and control

needed for specialization and large scale production was in place The speed of communication and

the range of control afforded by the railroad, the telegraph, and later the telephone enabled the growth

of large organizations with modern management structures, a first step in the centralization of produc-

tion and distribution 3

The impacts of these technologies were cumulative Trade gave rise to more trade As markets ex-

panded, the number of merchant exchange networks using communication technologies and the

amount of available market information increased As a result, distribution costs declined, and mer-

chants were further encouraged to engage in trade Moreover, with larger markets and better informa-

tion, businessmen faced fewer risks, and they were able to specialize in importing, wholesaling, retail-

ing, or exporting Increased specialization led, in turn, to better coordination of markets and reduced

costs, making trade even more attractive. The information-based networking technologies being devel-

oped today will have an equal, if not greater, effect on economic performance

‘ Fernand Braudel, The Perspecfwe o/fkre Wor/d, Cwhzahon  and Capj[ahsm 75[tr- 18fh Century, VOI 3 (Berkeley, CA Unlverslfy 01

Callforma Press, 1992), pp 118-119
2 James Benlger, The Corr/ro/Revo/urlon Tec%o/ogyar?d /he EcoflorrrIc Ongms oflhe  /nforrnahon Soclely (Princeton, NJ Prince-

ton Unwerslfy Press, 1986)
3 Alfred D Chandler, The V/s/b/e  Hand (Cambridge, MA Harvard UfllverWy press, 1977)

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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Electronic data interchange (EDI) IS a notable example of how information and communication

technologies are emerging as Important strategic tools for efficient and effective business operations

EDI IS essentially the modern, computer-based method by which companies order, invoice, and bill

their products and services Such common transaction functions as invoices, shipping notices, and

bills which traditionally have entailed the transfer and processing of paper documents, are replaced by

electronic transfers between the businesses’ computers (see figure 1-1 3)

EDI improves the efficiency and effectiveness of operations by enabling businesses to purchase

supplies and to produce and distribute products precisely when and where they are needed The com-

pany’s computer system, for example, wiII initiate a purchase order and execute the purchasing trans-

action when an item IS requested and removed from the inventory The price, terms, and conditions of

the contract are all stored in the computer In addition to the considerable savings gained as Inventory

costs are reduced, EDI also minimizes human clerical error and the considerable processing costs in-

volved with paper transactions By reducing or eliminating the prolonged and often error-plagued paper

trail large retailers and manufacturers are able to gain a competitive advantage by streamlining trans-

actions with their suppliers and buyers

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994
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SOURCE Reprinted from  Mar 15 1988
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Markets can be viewed as the web of relationships between buyers, sellers, and products that are

revolved in an exchange While only two basic roles—that of consumer and producer—are essential for

an exchange to take place, more often than not others act as intermediaries facilitating transactions

These might include advertisers, retailers, financiers, bankers, and brokers

There are a number of economic (“transaction”) costs entailed in market operations These include

the cost of searching for products, buyers, and sellers, the cost of arranging and carrying out the ex-

change, and the cost of ensuring that the terms of the trade have been met

Each of these transactions occurs through some form, or pattern, of communication interaction 1) a

one-to-one connection—as in the case of two parties meeting face-to-face or connected by telephone,

2) a broadcast, or one-to-many connection—as in the cases of the fishmonger, the floor trader, or TV

shopping channel; and 3) many-to-many connections, as in the cases of bazaars, regional fairs, or an

electronic trading market

As depicted in the matrix, (see figure 1-14), communication and Information technologies can be

arranged in each of these three ways to support each of these types of economic transaction In the

past, when such technologies were not available, human Intermediaries carried out these roles For ex-

ample, before the advent of the telegraph, it was the “jobber” who personally earned market Information
relating to southern cotton to Manhattan where he sought buyers who would match the price The job-

ber’s role was “to make the market “ On the floor of the stock market, the broker (often referred to as a

jobber) similarly “makes the market “

Many of the same technologies can be used to support different kinds of communication patterns

and activities, and thus they appear within more than one box in the matrix The Important thing to note

IS that, the more that these technologies can be Iinked together to provide more services to more users,

the greater the savings in transactions costs and the closer the electronic network approximates true

electronic markets

(continued)
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1994

not occur, however, if electronic markets fail to in- tion exchange is the essence of markets. Markets
terconnect for lack of standards, or if large busi-
nesses are overly successful in developing domi-
nant, proprietary networks that are used to create
new barriers to market entry.49

KEY FINDINGS AND POLICY
IMPLICATIONS

| Transaction Costs in Determining
Economic Performance

A major part of the cost of business is gathering,
exchanging, and using information.so Informa-

function through interactions among trading part-
ners, suppliers, producers, vendors, brokers, and
consumers. In this sense, information is the most
valuable commodity in an economy.

Consider markets in the context of a consumer
buying a high-end stereo system. The buyer mulls
over the features that are most important—watt-
age, audio performance, appearance, size, speak-
ers, CD player, tape deck, and cost. There may be
hundreds of dealers to choose from. The consumer
reads catalogs, compares specifications, consults
Consumer Reports, calls for price information,

~~)]bld ~cc ~il~() Koout  et a] ,)P ~lt f(~)(note 17; Robin Manse]],  ‘ilnff)m]ati(m,  organ izati(m,  and Conlpetltlvcness:  Networking Slrategics., . . 0 .! . .,
in the 1990s,”’ in Cnstiano Armmelli  (cd.), The Econormcs  oflnjimnalion  Nef}torks  (Anlsterdam,  The Netherlands: North Holland, 1992), pp.
2 17-227; and Stuart Macxhmald,  “lnf(mnatitm  Networks and Inft)mlati(m Exchange, ” in ibid.

$~} see ()] i~cr E, Wll]lanlson, 7’}lc k’(tmml;~ /n.~/ifu(ion.y of  Capila/i.!n] (New York, NY: The Free ~css,  19~5).
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and visits dealers to compare models and prices.
The search can take hours, days, or weeks. The
time spent in research, comparative shopping, and
making the deal are “transaction costs, ” as are the
expenses for fuel, wear and tear on the automo-
bile, magazine and catalog purchases, and tele-
phone charges.

Manufacturers are also faced with transaction
costs. First. a manufacturer has to read the market
for signals about the size and specific nature of de-
mand. Then he must find the necessary materials
and contract with suppliers; search for the most
suitable workers and managers: negotiate their
wages and salaries: and perhaps even provide on-
the-job training. Assembling people and materials

in the right place at the right time, and coordinat-
ing and monitoring the actual production process.
is also costly in terms of time and effort. So, too, is
the task of sett ing up distribution channels or deal-
erships. To stimulate future demand, the manufac-
turer will also have to promote his product among
potential customers, track customer behavior, and
invest in advertising.

These kinds of transaction costs are on the rise
in today global, knowledge-based economy
comprised of many more players and fewer
standardized, mass-produced products. Now buy-
ers and sellers must explore a multitude of options
and be able to compare costs and values acrossf
languages and cultures and on the basis of differ-
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ent currencies. When laws and institutions differ,
special arrangements are required to guarantee
contracts, warranties, and standards. Many Amer-
ican businesses wanting to trade in Europe have
had to make costly arrangements to certify that
their products meet European standards.51

As transaction costs begin to constitute a great-
er proportion of the total costs of production and
exchange, a firm economic performance, as well
as a nation’s competitiveness, will increasingly
rest on its ability to efficiently process and distrib-
ute business-related information. When busi-
nesses can access the best available information at
the most appropriate moment in time, they can re-
duce their costs and enhance their productivity.
Similarly, when buyers and sellers can easily lo-
cate one another, and have a good idea of what
they can expect in terms of quality and price, they
are more 1ikely to engage in trade. The result will
be greater economic growth and development.

| Using Networking To Reduce
Transaction Costs

Economic activities are all based on some level of
"social” networks. Doing business is a social ac-
tivity. 52 Trust, respect, knowledge, and even
friendship are part of any business transaction.
This subtlety is often obscured by one of the
myths of American business—that deals are based
on impersonal, fact-based, hard-nosed business
decisions. In other countries with different cul-
tures the connection between family position,
castes, and friendship and business dealings are
more obvious. The “Kerietsu” of Japan, the “Im-
pannatore” of Italy, and the familial nexus of busi-
nesses in Taiwan are al1 examples of the commin-
gling of business and personal networks.

These social networks are extremely efficient
because much of the information that is usually

transferred in the course of doing business is al-
ready accepted as a given .53 Thus, transaction
costs are very low. Buyers and sellers are well
known to one another. Shared expectations and an
established level of trust reduces the need to
haggle over prices and wages. In addition, the ex-
istence of social sanctions reduces the need to
monitor performance and assure that the terms of
business transactions have been adequately met.54

The benefits of social networks are, however, gen-
erally limited in scope. When extended to global
markets, for example, time, space, culture, lan-
guage, and different legal traditions will likely un-
dercut the basis for a common understanding.

Today, communication and information
technologies can be used to conquer time and
space. With advanced networking technologies
and the growing number of business applications
they can support, buyers and sellers—regardless
of their geographic locations-can interact online
in a virtual, electronic space. Under such circum-
stances, the network will, in effect, become the
marketplace. Linking buyers and sellers directly,
the need for information—as well as for costly in-
termediaries to transport, process, and interpret
it—will be significantly reduced.

For example, electronic data interchange (EDI)
is a computer-based system that allows companies
to order, invoice, and bill their products and ser-
vices electronically. Common transactions such
as invoicing, shipping and billing—which tradi-
tionally have entailed human interaction and the
transfer and processing of paper documents—are
replaced by automatic electronic transfers be-
tween business computers. Prices, terms, and the
conditions of a contract are all stored electronical-
ly. Electronic data interchange networks that al-
low businesses to operate on the basis of a shared
information system can greatly improve efficien-
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cy, triggering purchasing and distribution just
when and where they are needed.

To some extent, communication and informa-
tion technologies can substitute for some of the
social and cultural “glue” that welds social net-
works together, giving rise to a number of effi-
ciencies. Reducing transaction costs, they can im-
prove productivity, greatly extend markets, and
thereby generate wealth. Nonetheless, technology
is the medium, not the end in itself. The social and
cultural relationships-the trust, dependability,
and honesty-of those who do business over the
electronic business network will spell its success
or failure in serving American business and the
nation’s economy.

| Designing Networks To Meet Business
Goals

The “architecture” of electronic business net-
works is critical in determining their economic
impacts. Like a sculpture that is fashioned from
Tinker Toys, a network’s structure is determined
by the connections and 1inkages that give it shape.
How these networks are formed and ultimately
joined together to comprise a national infrastruc-
ture will influence the cost of doing business.
Their design will also affect the overall efficiency
of the economy, the size and scope of markets and
the ability to conduct trade, the distribution of
economic costs and benefits throughout the econ-
omy, and the nature of work and the quality of
jobs.

To serve business and the nation’s needs, the
network architecture will need to be flexible and
open, Without such versatility, businesses will be
unable to rapidly reconfigure their networks to re-
spond to changing circumstances and market de-
mand. Nor will they have the leeway needed to
customize applications and networks to support
changing business processes and flexible working
relationships. Moreover, with the freedom to mix
and match a wide variety of network components,
businesses can use technology to add value and
develop new products and services.

To fully reap the benefits of communication
and information technologies, networks and net-

work components will also need to be interoper-
able and open for interconnection. Open, interop-
erable systems reduce transaction costs.
Proprietary systems with closed standards both
increase the cost of doing business and create sig-
nificant barriers to market entry, Interoperable
components provide greater network flexibility.
greater ease of use, and reduced network costs.
Technology diffusion will occur faster and more
broadly, and equity of access will be encouraged
as a result. Interoperable systems also provide a
standard platform for the innovation of new com-
ponents and applications.

In addition. if the economic benefits of net-
working are to be broadly shared. technology
must be evenly and widely deployed. BUSiness
networks may allow the first developer of a net-
work to gain a significant competitive advantage.
Networks benefit from economies of scale and
scope; therefore latecomers may be at a disadvan-
tage in attracting users and providing services.
Latecomers might also be disadvantaged because
business networking requires not only extensive
expertise, but it also requires considerable “learn -
ing by doing. ” Although the profits derived from
gaining a competitive advantage will likely stimu-
late network development, if all potential new-
comers are locked out of the marketplace, anti -
competitive behavior may result.

| Requirements for Access
The requirements for access will need to be recon -
sidered with the advent of electronic commerce.
To operate on a level playing field in such an envi -
ronment, a business will need to be able to access
the electronic network that serves as the market.

Today, a manufacturer who does not have out-
lets of his own must find a retailer to sell his prod-
ucts, This is generally not a problem; in any given
geographic area—with the exception of rural
areas—there are a considerable number of retail-
ers who are willing to provide the manufacturer
with shelf space. Bringing buyers arid sellers to-
gether, the retailer in effect “makes the market,”
and is thus paid for reducing everone's transac-
tion costs.
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In the case of electronic commerce, the situa-
tion is 1ikely to be much more complex. Electronic
markets can be costly to establish with respect to
both financial investment and expertise. Thus,
they may be much less ubiquitous than today’s re-
tail outlet, at least initially. Unlike the local grocer,
the profits to be gained from establishing electron-
ic markets depend to some extent on their exclu-
sivity. As a result, electronic markets may become
more restrictive than retail stores in terms of ac-
cess.

These differences stem from the incentive
structure that is associated with the economics of
networking. 55 If a network vendor decides to es-
tablish an electronic market, he must first generate
a critical mass of users. Unless there is sufficient
demand, the vendor will be inclined, at least at the
outset, to pursue an open network strategy. How-
ever, given a critical mass, the vendor might
choose an alternative strategy. Under such cir-
cumstances, the return on investment will likely
be greater if he adopts a restrictive approach. Us-
ers would probably be willing to pay a premium
for exclusive network access to gain in two impor-
tant ways. First, they will have greater control
over their customers or suppliers, as well as privi-
leged access to market information. Secondly,
they will benefit from the “economies of aggrega-
tion”56 (see figure 3-3 in ch. 3) that stem from a
significant reduction in transaction costs. More-
over, the benefits of reduced transaction costs will
become increasingly important with the prolifera-
tion of independent electronic markets, as prod-
ucts become more customized and complex and
markets are extended further across time and
space.

| Organizational Change Within Firms
New communication and information technolo-
gies are, to some extent, subversive; to be effec-
tive, they require organizational change. The most

sophisticated technology and the best designed
network architecture will not be effective without
concurrent changes in business attitudes and pro-
cedures. Technology can, however, serve as a cat-
alyst, helping businesses make the necessary ad-
justments to their changing environment.

In the new business environment, cooperation
may prove more rewarding than competition, and
information-sharing more fruitful than informa-
tion control. Equally important, given the rapid
pace of social, economic, and technological
change, the most successful businesses will be
those that employ information technologies not to
control situation and events, but rather to enhance
their ability to adapt to take advantage of them.

The workplace environment will be of critical
importance. The overall shift in the structure of
the economy from one dominated by mass pro-
duction to one that is more flexible and centered
on services will require a workforce that is simi-
larly flexible and increasingly skilled. However,
information technology can provide flexibility in
one of two diametrically opposed ways. For ex-
ample, shifting the burden of uncertainty onto the
labor force, information technologies can be used
to foster worker monitoring and a greater reliance
on contingent labor. On the other hand, the same
technology can be used to enhance worker skills
and encourage team participation. If the benefits
of electronic commerce are to be widely shared,
strategies will be needed that foster quality jobs,
high standards of living, and collaborative work
environments.

| The Government Role
As the world moves toward a global economy, the
role of government will necessarily change. All
major industrial nations are being forced to re-
think their government’s responsibility towards
the maintenance of their economies in this era of
rapid change. Russia and the republics of the for-
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mer Soviet Union and Eastern Bloc are undergo-
ing the most dramatic readjustment to free mar-
kets. Europe is struggling with the transition to a
single, unified market where national govern-
ments play a lesser role. Japan is experiencing
similar doubts and reservations, while trying to
sort out its government’s role in pulling the coun-
try out of a severe recession.

The United States faces its own global readjust-
ment, which will require moving from an unpro-
ductive ideological debate misdirected at whether
the nation should have an “industrial policy.” This
kind of dialogue obscures the fact that govern-
ment has always played—and, in fact, cannot
avoid playing—a role in structuring economic
relations and outcomes.

Take, for instance, the case of the National In-
formation Infrastructure. The private sector clear-
ly has the primary role for developing, deploying,
and operating the NII. Similarly, for the most part,
industry will develop the technology. provide the
bandwidth, offer connectivity, and ensure the
availability of services and products in the pursuit
of profit, Government, however, cannot stand idly
by. In its various roles as regulator. broker, pro-
moter. educator, and institutional builder, the gov-
ernment must establish the rules of the game and
the incentive structure that will help determine
private sector choices.

The same is true of electronic commerce. In its
role as regulator, the government will need to en-
sure that electronic networks and markets are
evenly deployed, open, and accessible on an equi-
table basis. Acting as a broker, the government
can bring together potential, but disparate, net-
work users, thereby helping to generate a critical
mass. Serving in the role of promoter, the govern-
ment can take steps to overcome specific market
failures with respect to advanced research, devel-
opment, and/or technology deployment. As an
educator, it can promote electronic commerce by
fostering demand and the effective use of net-
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working technologies. Finally, and perhaps most
importantly, the government can create an institu-
tional environment that strives to assure that elec-
tronic commerce is conducted in a manner consis-
tent with the nation overall social and economic
object ives.

| Impact of Information Technology
Choices

The age-old adage that “knowledge is power” ap-
plies to a knowledge-based society. Whether re-
ferring to work relationships in a firm, competi-
tion in the marketplace, or trading relations
among nations, having access to information and
the ability to package it for a particular use is a key
determinant of success or failure.

Clearly this was always the case. What is differ-
ent today is the extent to which knowledge is now
actually embedded in information and commu-
nication technologies. As a result, choices about
these technologies-their design, architecture,
and structure, or the rules and regulations govern-
ing their availability and use—will have far-
-reaching social and economic consequences.

Equally important, many of these choices will
be irreversible, at least in the short and medium
terms. Once a decision is made. technology tends
to become firmly established along a given path.
This pattern is especially evident with networked
information technologies, which require vast
amounts of sunk capital and social investment.
Thus, periods of rapid technological advance pro-
vide a rare opportunity to reassess and redirect
both the nature of a particular technology itself.
and the economic and social relationships that are
structured around it. Given the significance of the
moment, and the potential consequences for win-
ners and losers, care should be given not only to
what technology choices are being made, but also
to the process of how, and by whom, they are
made.


